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TRAINING SESSION

Magic Square Passing

Passing and Receiving

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To improve players' technical ability to pass and receive, as well as immediate movement after making a pass.

Description

SET-UP: 10x10 or 12x12 yard box, with even lines of players at each corner. One ball at opposite corner lines.PLAY:

Working simultaneously, players with ball play a vertical pass, and make a diagonal run to join the back of the

opposite corner line. PROGRESSION: Player with ball plays a vertical pass and makes a horizontal run to join the

back of that line. TOUCH PROGRESSIONS: Receiving players 1) Receive with sole, play pass with inside of same foot,

2) Receive with sole, play pass with inside of opposite foot, 3) Receive with inside of foot, play pass with inside

of same foot, 4) Receive with sole, fake shot with same foot, roll over to play pass with inside of opposite foot.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:First touch in the direction you intend to pass.Glance up to see target.Ankle locked, swing through

center of the ball to pass.On shot fake, can players sell the move?TACTICAL:Awareness to play pass at the same time

as the opposite corner.Knowing where the next movement is ahead of time.Communication - can players put names on

every pass? Can next player in the sequence ask for the ball?
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TRAINING SESSION

Hornets - 3v1 Possession with quick transition

Passing and Receiving

Combination Play

Possession

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 02:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To get players to work in groups of three to retain possession in tight space. To work on creating overloads to get

out of small spaces.

Description

SET-UP: 20x20 yard box split into 4 quadrants, each 10x10, with a 2x2 box centrally. Three teams of three players.

Team A places all three players in same quadrant. Team B places one player in each of the other three quadrants.

Team C starts in central 2x2 box and are defenders.PLAY: Team A starts in possession, while Team C send one

defender in. Team A connects 3-5 passes (depending on your level of player), and then plays ball into a Team B

player in any of the other three quadrants. Team B players converge on the ball to retain possession, while Team A

players spread to fill the three empty quadrants. New defender from Team C enters to press Team B. If defenders win

possession, they play to a teammate in the center box, who then returns the ball to the attacking team to start

again.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Clean receiving touch away from pressureAccurate passes into teammatesWeight of the pass within quadrant,

versus when playing into another quadrantBody shape of the three attackers, and subtle movements to provide passing

anglesTACTICAL:Is a pass on right away in the new quadrant, or does a player need to retain possession until his

teammates arrive?Can players recognize or communicate once they hit their pass requirement?How quickly can the new

team in possession get in to support heir teammate?Early recognition as to where the build-up is headingSpacing of

the three players not involved - are they too close to play, or stretching the field out?
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TRAINING SESSION

3v3 + 2 to targets

Passing and Receiving

Attacking Principles

Combination Play

Possession

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To improve players' ability to keep possession in tight spaces by using excellent passing and receiving technique

accompanied by quick, early movements off of the ball.

Description

SET-UP: 30x20 yard box. Teams will play 3v3 plus 2 neutral players inside the box. A target player is on each

endline and they also act as neutral players.PLAY: Teams attempt to retain possession of the ball while working it

from one endline to the other. PROGRESSION: Compete! Keep track of 1) how many consecutive passes a team can make,

or 2) how many teams a team can switch play from one target to the other while retaining possession. SECOND

PROGRESSION: Place targets from each team on opposite lines (Team A targets on sidelines, Team B targets on

endlines). If a player plays into their target, they must switch places with each other.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Clean first touch away from pressureWeight of the pass playing smaller or longer passesBody shape when

receiving the pass - is it open to the field?Angles of supportQuick movements off of the ballTACTICAL:Can players

recognize opportunities to find the targets?Do players get in numbers around the ball to create overloads to get

out of pressure?Are players thinking one pass ahead? (Ex. if play is being switched to a target, can I get wide and

side on to be an immediate option?)Are players using their movement off of the ball to create space, either for

themselves or teammates?
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TRAINING SESSION

4 v 4 OR 5 v 5 without GKs

Individual attacking

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Apply dribbling skills and moves from previous three phases into a small sided game.

Description

Players split into two teams of equal numbers, either 4v4 or 5v5 depending on age and ability. Smaller numbers are

OK here in order to create opportunities for 1v1 attacking.

Key Points

Technical:Head up to see fieldSmaller, more frequent touches when in possession of the ballExecution of dribbling

moves under pressureTactical:Can players recognize when the 1v1 opportunity is on?Risk vs reward depending on

thirds of the field, as well as defensive coverAm I dribbling to beat my defender, or to create space for a pass or

shot
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